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On the journey of this album I'm gaining better appreciation for Michael, an astonishing musician I
always thought of as pretty obscure. He loves moods, has a good ear for the beauty in sound and
honestly it's one of those albums that really gets into your heart. I always loved this album, and even
with all of these years I've never felt it needed to be remastered. I was happy to see some new info
about the making of the album. Personally I'd love to hear some remastered incarnation of the
albums made by other artists. In an expertly made way, an orgasmic, masterful piece of the art
music, and just downright beautiful in the hands of a master, the album was a gift. We love you
Mike! What a great album. Already a solid favourite and one that I find myself playing again and
again. I finally see why this album sold so well, Oldfield is a masterful musician, and this CD is a
great example. Everyone should have this one on their stereo, it's one that will have people talking
for years to come. Well done Sanctuary Entertainment. As the classic album this album is, there are
some that may argue that the second is not a sequel but as such this is not a review in that manner.
I think it's a beautiful tribute to what was one of the most influential albums of all time, an
instrumental album that was in some form or another just about every type of music you could
possibly hear. I love the fact that Mike is still making albums today, I don't know how he keeps going.
The 5.1 Surround edition is a very good addition and it does present a slightly wider soundstage but
the stereo edition makes up for that quite well.
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the work was recorded in the studio, at st. john's wood studios and montserrat (credited as
montserrat sound studios). st. john's wood was located next to earl's court railway station. the studio

where the sessions were recorded was also where the beatles recorded their final two lps, let it be
and mind games in early '69. the former crises producer, simon heyworth, was made a full fledged

member of the tubular bells ii production team. he was the man behind the gong heaven! and
originally, the bass drum on which tubular bells was written, from a double bass donated to the

studio by oldfield. 1990. tubular bells (1990, virgin, 84959-2, eu) 1990. tubular bells (1992, virgin,
cdv2001, 0777-78-560034-2-5, eu) 1990. tubular bells (2002, virgin, cdvx2002, 0777-78-555901-2-4,

eu) 1990. tubular bells (2009, universal, 270 354-1, eu, 2cd+dvd, deluxe ed) 1990. tubular bells
(2013, universal, uicy-40016, japan, pt-shm) thanks for this. there was a recent programme on tv

about the making of tubular bells,both the album and the concert, and it was based around an
interview with mike especially about the concert and him being taken to the concert by richard
branson as oldfield was a flight risk feeling so insecure about his masterpiece, he was sure it

wouldn't work with live musicians. branson promised if he stuck with it he would give mike his car.
and that's how you get given a rolls royce by richard branson! the selection of viv stanshall was a
stroke of genius although the tv programme suggested it was less than easy as by then viv was
clearly in full throes of his alcohol addiction and was an eccentric anyway so his timing was best

described as unique! legendary gig! great to have it, thanks so much bbkron 5ec8ef588b
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